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Fall of the Serbian Kingdom. A Yugoslav Janissary, Constantine
by name, writing in Polish after 1463, follows ballads which he
must have heard before his capture by the Turks in 1455; and the
text of an anonymous Dalmatian translator into Italian of Dou-
kas's chronicle uses language that may be readily retranslated into
Serbian verse. He wrote before the end of the fifteenth century.
Before 1600, therefore, this cycle was virtually complete; its most
important members must have circulated widely by 1450; and one
may belong to the very year of the great disaster.
Serbian balladry thus begins in the form of a news bulletin. The
precedent was set not so much by Greek £tragoudia\ though these
were already in existence and probably known to some Serbs, but
in the political verse of the Greek 'litterati*. They were accustomed
to compose panegyrics on events of the day and to circulate
information at court; and it was probably at court that the
first Serbian narratives arose. Their milieu is courtly; their poise
aristocratic. The style of the Kosovo cycle is one fully elaborated;
its elaboration presumably occurred at the court of the emperor
Stepan Dusan, whose military achievements clamoured for
consecration in verse. There is, indeed, a ballad of his marriage
(Karadzic, ii. 28), but it has so many inaccuracies that one can
hardly accept it as contemporary work. He is said to woo Roxanda,
daughter of King Mihail of the Latins. His champion Milos pene-
trates the country of the Latins disguised as a 'black Bulgar".
Doubtless there is a reminiscence here of the emperor's Bulgar
marriage, confused by memories of Montenegrin alliances with
the princelings of Dalmatia. Ballads which profess to refer to the
Nemanjid dynasty, of still earlier date,, all show signs of late com-
position or re-editing. The art of poetry may have been elaborated
at Stepan Dusan's court upon themes supplied by his dangers and
triumphs; but it was only with the disruption of the kingdom
that such poems were launched upon oral tradition. The Kosovo
ballads had, perhaps, antecedents; but they are unquestionably the
oldest surviving narratives. They report an event of breath-taking
importance to the Serbian folk. But they also insinuate remoter
and immediate causes, interpret character, and view the event
'sub specie aeternitatis'. In the moment of ovenvhelming disaster
they fortify the national spirit. They make it invincible since it is
pure spirit, independent of places and persons, of strength or
weakness, but living in words and rhythms that could not be

